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In this work we investigate ternary blends of an active layer in bulk heterojunction solar cells and estimate the  influence 
of their composition on solar cell parameters such as efficiency, mobility and recombination. The  studied ternary blends are 
composed of low bandgap polymer poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)dithieno[3,2-b:2,3-d]silole)-alt-4,7-(2,1,3 benzothiadiazole)] 
(Si-PCPDTBT), high bandgap polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and fullerene derivative [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric 
acid methyl ester (PCBM). The Langevin recombination reduction factor as well as charge carrier mobilities show an increasing 
trend with increasing Si-PCPDTBT content in the blends. The highest efficiencies have been achieved for the optimized blends of 
Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM with ratios of 0.4:0.6:1, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Due to the simple solution processing, organic semi-
conductors are promising materials for applications of 
solar cells. During the last five years, the performance 
of organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells has 
improved considerably  [1, 2]. Light absorption in 
BHJ, separation of photogenerated charge carriers, 
their recombination and collection at the electrodes 
determine solar cell’s efficiency. Bimolecular recom-
bination in low mobility disordered organic materi-
als is expected to follow the  Lagevin’s theory which 
predicts a recombination rate directly proportional to 
the mobility of charge carriers. The rate of recombi-
nation is determined by the probability for electrons 
and holes to meet in space, given by the equation

, (1)

where ξ is the Langevin recombination reduction fac-
tor, ξ = 1 in the case of pure Langevin recombination 
and ξ < 1 if the recombination is reduced, e is the ele-
mentary charge, μn (μp) is the electron (hole) mobility, 
and ε (ε0) is the relative (absolute) dielectric permit-
tivity. Most BHJ solar cells exhibit the Langevin-like 

recombination (ξ  ≈  1). However, few blends, like 
the  widely studied P3HT:PCBM (poly(3-hexylthio-
phene-2,5-diyl):[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl 
ester), exhibit a highly reduced Langevin recombina-
tion (ξ  <<  1), which is considered a  pre-requisite to 
relatively thick active layers (>200 nm). Due to bimo-
lecular recombination losses, the  thickness of most 
high efficiency organic solar cells is confined to 60–
110 nm, which limits the light absorption and hence 
the  short circuit current  [3, 4]. Moreover, thicker 
active layers are generally desirable for industrially 
relevant bulk processing techniques, like roll-to-roll 
printing. Typically, annealed P3HT:PCBM solar cells 
exhibit strongly reduced Langevin recombination 
owing to their highly ordered morphology  [5]. Ter-
nary blends consisting of two donor moieties and 
one acceptor are a stimulating concept in order to en-
hance the optical absorption and spectral sensitivity 
of active layer blends [6]. The morphology of the re-
sulting system and hence the  bimolecular recombi-
nation losses largely affect the  photovoltaic perfor-
mance of such systems [7]. Unlike the P3HT:PCBM 
system, the majority of low bandgap polymers exhibit 
the Langevin type recombination when blended with 
PCBM [8]. Therefore, while the addition of low band-
gap polymers to the  P3HT:PCBM system improves 
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the absorption, it can also disrupt the highly ordered 
morphology of P3HT:PCBM blend. In this work we 
use the  low bandgap polymer poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-
ethylhexyl)dithieno[3,2-b:2,3-d]silole)-alt-4,7-(2,1,3 
benzothiadiazole)] (Si-PCPDTBT) to provide ternary 
blends of Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM with improved 
light absorption. Figure 1 shows the  chemical struc-
tures of molecules used in this study. Furthermore, 
we discuss the  trend of power conversion efficiency 
(PCE) and the  Langevin recombination reduction 
factor in BHJ cells with varying compositions of Si-
PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM.

triangle voltage pulse. Low light intensities were used 
for photo-CELIV measurements so that the condition 
of the low conductivity regime is fulfilled (Δj < j0), and 
the mobilities were estimated using the equation that 
considers the volume photogeneration [9]

, (2)

where A = dU/dt is the voltage ramp, tmax is the maxi-
mum of current transient, j0 is the initial step of the cur-
rent transient, Δj is the difference between the current 
transient’s maximum jmax and j0 (refer to Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Molecular structures of (a) Si-PCPDTBT, (b) 
P3HT and (c) PCBM.

Fig. 2. Current–voltage characteristics of P3HT:PCBM 
(blue circles online) and representative ternary 
Si:PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM solar cells, with correspond-
ing ratios of 0.2:0.8:1 (red triangles), 0.4:0.6:1 (black 
squares) and 0.8:0.2:1 (green stars) under illumination 
of AM1.5 spectra.

(a) (b) (c)

2. Materials and experimental methods

The  samples used in this study were made on glass 
substrates coated with indium tin oxide (ITO), by spin 
coating a 50 nm thick layer of PEDOT:PSS followed by 
a 100 nm thick active layer and evaporating a 100 nm 
thick Al top contact. Active layers were deposited 
with varying ratios of 0:1:1, 0.2:0.8:1, 0.4:0.6:1 and 
0.8:0.2:1, respectively, for Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM. 
The active area of the device was 0.13 cm2. The devices 
were exposed to AM1.5 from a Newport 94082A Solar 
Simulator and data was collected using a sourcemeter 
(Keithley 2400).

The extraction of photogenerated charge carriers 
by linearly increasing voltage (photo-CELIV) mea-
surements was performed using a pulsed second-har-
monic 532  nm Nd:YAG laser (EKSPLA PL2143), an 
oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO4054B) and a  generator 
(Tektronix AFG3022B) with load resistance of 50  Ω 
and voltage ramp of 105 V/s. The duration of the  la-
ser pulse was 30 ps with the beam diameter of 6 mm 
and the sample was illuminated from the ITO side. At 
532 nm the absorption coefficient α of the samples was 
from 6.4×104  cm–1 to 1.05×105  cm–1, giving αd from 
0.64 to 1.05 which means bulk photogeneration, where 
d is the thickness of an active layer. The laser was syn-
chronized with a triangle voltage pulse generator. Pho-
togenerated charge carriers were extracted after a cer-
tain delay time by employment of the reverse polarity 

The same equipment as in the  photo-CELIV 
technique was used for time-of-flight (TOF) ex-
periments. The reverse polarity square voltage pulse 
was applied to the contacts and the sample was ex-
cited by a short laser pulse. TOF measurements were 
made in the integral mode TOF (τRC >>  ttr, where τRC 
is the time constant of the setup, ttr is the charge car-
rier transit time, ttr = d2/μU, U is the applied voltage). 
Using this technique, the  Langevin recombination 
reduction factor ξ could be estimated as described 
in Ref. [7]:

. (3)

Here C is the capacitance of the sample, Qe is the ex-
tracted charge that is equal to the  integral of current 
transient, te is the  extraction time, te =  t1/2(LQg  >>  CU)  – 
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t1/2(LQg <<   CU) (refer to Fig. 4). t1/2 is the time at which 
the current transient reduces to the half of its maxi-
mum value, t1/2(LQg >>   CU) is t1/2 at high light intensi-
ty L where the  photogenerated charge Qg is much 
higher than the  charge stored on the  contacts CU, 
and t1/2(LQg <<  CU) is the t1/2 at low light intensity where 
the  photogenerated charge Qg is much lower than 
the charge stored on the contacts CU. The condition 
of t1/2 (LQg >>  CU) is obtained when the  input light in-
tensity is high enough to saturate the TOF current 
transient, creating a  reservoir of photogenerated 
charges.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows the current–voltage characteristics of 
solar cell devices consisting of active layers of dif-
ferent compositions of Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM. 
The open-circuit voltage (Voc), the short circuit cur-
rent density (Jsc) and the  calculated fill factor (FF) 
together with the power conversion efficiency (PCE) 
are presented in Table 1. Maximum efficiencies were 
obtained from the blends consisting of the 40% do-
nor loading of Si-PCPDTBT, i. e. a ratio of 0.4:0.6:1 
for Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM, respectively. An 
increase in Voc is observed with increasing the  Si-
PCPDTBT content of the  blends, which could be 
originating from the lower lying HOMO levels of Si-
PCPDTBT with respect to P3HT [10]. Such a trend 
of increasing open circuit voltages has been re-
ported in analogous ternary blends consisting of Si-
PCPDTBT [8]. The short circuit currents are found 
to increase initially with the 20% donor loading of 
Si-PCPDTBT, i.  e. a  ratio of 0.2:0.8:1, respectively, 
for Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM, which then reduces 
with a further increase in the Si-PCPDTBT content.

Table 1. Photovoltaic performance and photo-CELIV 
mobilities of Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM solar cells with 
a varying composition.

Blend Voc, 
mV

Jsc, 
mA/cm2

FF, 
%

PCE, 
%

μ, 
10–5 cm2/Vs

0:1:1 440 9.55 48 1.6 5.3
0.2:0.8:1 450 10.33 42 1.5 6.5
0.4:0.6:1 510 9.85 59 2.3 6.8
0.8:0.2:1 550 6.34 47 1.3 20

Furthermore, photo-CELIV transients were re-
corded to estimate the average charge carrier mobili-
ties of the blends of different compositions. As pre-
viously discussed, the  photo-CELIV measurements 
were carried out in the moderate conductivity regime 
(Fig. 2) and charge carrier mobilities calculated using 
Eq. (2) are included in Table 1. It has been acknowl-
edged that the  CELIV peak is influenced by both 
kinds of charge carriers and hence the  average mo-
bility is obtained. The photo-CELIV mobility appears 
to be enhanced in blends containing higher ratios of 
Si-PCPDTBT, with significantly improved mobilities 
obtained for the donor loading of 80% Si-PCPDTBT.

To study the  bimolecular recombination in these 
blends, integral TOF measurements were carried out 
at high light intensities and the  Langevin reduction 
factor ξ was estimated in each of the  samples using 
Eq. (3). Figure 4 shows the representative integral TOF 
transients and describes the estimation of the extrac-
tion time te. The TOF transients are recorded at vary-
ing input light intensities until the transients saturate. 
This results in the  formation of a  reservoir of charge 
carriers forming a  space charge region wherein 

Fig. 3. Representative photo-CELIV current transients 
for P3HT:PCBM blend.

Fig. 4. Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM 0.4:0.6:1 sample’s 
TOF transients for U = 1.5 V, R = 1 kΩ at low (blue line) 
and high (red line) light intensities.
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the built-in field is screened and the  recombination 
becomes diffusion limited. If the dominant recombi-
nation is of a pure Langevin type, the photogenerated 
charges quickly recombine and the extracted charge 
remains equal to the  charge stored on the  contacts, 
CU, since t1/2(LQg >> CU) ≈ t1/2(LQg << CU). If the recombina-
tion is strongly reduced, both t1/2(LQg >> CU) and the ex-
tracted charge Qe increase with light intensity until 
they ultimately saturate. This results in the condition 
t1/2(LQg >> CU) > t1/2(LQg << CU), and the extracted charge Qe 
becomes higher than CU.

This is evident in the  transients shown in Fig.  4, 
which correspond to the  blend containing a  ratio of 
0.4:0.6:1, respectively, for Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM, 
where it can be clearly seen that t1/2(LQg >> CU) > t1/2(LQg << CU),  
indicating the  bimolecular recombination being re-
duced compared to the Langevin factor (ξ < 1).

However, in the  case of bulk photogeneration 
(αd ≈ 1, which is the case in this study) the value of 
the  Langevin recombination reduction factor ξ, ob-
tained from this technique, is acknowledged to be de-
pendent on load resistance and is only approximate [7, 
11]. With increasing load resistance, photogenerated 
charge extraction from the sample takes longer, more 
charge carriers recombine and the extracted charge Qe 
decreases. The extraction time te was found to be more 
sensitive to load resistance than the extracted charge 
Qe which brings about possible inaccuracies in the ob-
tained value [11]. To this end, Philippa et al. introduced 
the HI-RPV method to provide ξ values independent 
of load resistance  [12]. However, this method neces-
sitates the  precise knowledge of series resistance of 
the sample for the accurate estimation of Langevin re-
duction factor ξ. Hence we calculated the Langevin re-
combination reduction factor across the samples over 
a range of variable load resistances from 1 to 10 kΩ, 
which is shown in Fig. 5. The knowledge of mobilities 
from photo-CELIV allowed us to calculate the transit 
times (ttr = d2/μU) used in these calculations.

It is evident that the obtained ξ values are strongly 
resistance dependent, suggesting they are only approxi-
mate. Nonetheless, at a certain resistance, the Langevin 
reduction factor ξ is found to increase with increasing 
the Si-PCPDTBT content, suggesting enhanced bimo-
lecular recombination losses in the blends containing 
higher ratios of Si-PCPDTBT. Since the bimolecular re-
combination depends on the probability of charge car-
riers to meet in space, this trend could be originating 
from either the increased mobility of charge carriers or 
the formation of morphology with enhances the prob-
ability of charge carriers to meet. The  former case of 
increased charge carrier mobilities is evidenced by 
photo-CELIV transients as discussed in the  previous 
section. The morphology of the BHJ blend is known to 

be sensitive to its composition [13, 14] and hence both 
of the aforementioned cases are likely to be contribut-
ing to the observed trend of enhanced bimolecular re-
combination with increasing Si-PCPDTBT content.

4. Conclusions

The photovoltaic performance and charge trans-
port parameters of ternary blends of Si-PCPDTBT: 
P3HT:PCBM with different compositions have been 
documented. While the  open circuit voltage as well 
as the photo-CELIV mobility of charge carriers were 
found to be increasing with increasing Si-PCPDTBT 
content, the  bimolecular recombination losses were 
also found to be enhanced in the blends with higher 
ratios of Si-PCPDTBT. Thus an interplay of several 
factors like frontier molecular energy levels, charge 
carrier mobilties and recombination are found to influ-
ence the  photovoltaic performance and complemen-
tary studies are required to obtain a complete picture. 
The concept of ternary blends for BHJ is promising to 
push the  efficiency limits of traditional two-compo-
nent BHJs and needs to be explored further.
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Fig. 5. Langevin recombination reduction factor ξ de-
pendence on load resistance in Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT: 
PCBM blends obtained by using integral TOF technique 
(black squares for 0:1:1, red circles for 0.4:0.6:1, blue tri-
angles for 0.2:0.8:1 and purple stars for 0.8:0.2:1 struc-
ture, respectively).
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TRIKOMPONENČIŲ Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM SAULĖS ELEMENTŲ KRŪVININKŲ 
PERNAŠOS SAVYBĖS
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Santrauka
Tyrėme trikomponentines tūrinės heterosandūros 

saulės celes ir nustatėme jų kompozicijos įtaką tokiems 
saulės elementų parametrams kaip naudingumo koe-
ficientas, judris bei rekombinacija. Tirtieji trikompo-
nenčiai sluoksniai buvo sudaryti iš mažo draustinio 
energijų juostų tarpo polimero poli[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-etil-

heksil)ditieno[3,2-b:2,3-d]silol)-alt-4,7-(2,1,3 benzo-
tiadiazolas)] (Si-PCPDTBT), P3HT ir PCBM. Nusta-
tyta, kad, didėjant polimero Si-PCPDTBT santykiui, 
išauga Lanževeno rekombinacijos redukcijos koefi-
cientas. Didžiausi naudingumo koeficientai nustatyti 
optimizuotuose Si-PCPDTBT:P3HT:PCBM 0.4:0.6:1 
sluoksniuose.
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